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Coherent excitation of a nonlinear semiconductor microcavity is theoretically reported. It intends to counterbalance the frequency drift of the cavity resonance driven by the nonlinear refractive effects, which causes a limitation in the energy coupling efficiency of an input pulse into the cavity resonance. We show that exciting such a nonlinear microcavity with tailored chirped pulses allows to maintain the benefit of light localization and to further enhance light-matter interactions, opening the way to the realization of highly efficient nonlinear devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal microcavities with high-quality factor and very small mode volume allow a strong enhancement of light-matter and nonlinear interactions [1]. Among the various key components for photonic signal processing, realizations of all-optical switches based on nonlinear photonic crystal microcavities have been reported in Silicon [2], InP [3] (containing quantum wells), GaAs [4], InGaAs [5], and GaInP [6]. In such a device, a control pulse induces a refractive index change of the nonlinear material, which in turns shifts the resonance frequency and modifies the transmission of the cavity. The refractive index variation is achieved through the plasma effect of carriers generated by either one-photon [3] or two-photon absorption [2, 4, 5], and ultimately by means of the optical Kerr effect [6]. Whereas the nonlinear refractive index change induced by the pulse front edge detunes the cavity resonance, it also contributes to a decrease of the coupling efficiency for the rest of the pulse. It means that only one part of the pulse energy is effective to perform the optical switching operation. Despite this limitation in the energy coupling efficiency, the mismatch between the time varying resonance frequency and the excitation pulse frequency leads to a ringing behavior [7, 8], and induces temporal distortions of the pulse [9].

In order to maintain the benefit of light localization throughout the pulse excitation and to control the intracavity field dynamics, we study in this article the behavior of a nonlinear microcavity excited by a tailored chirped pulse. The spectral components of the excited pulse are set to compensate for the nonlinear frequency drift of the cavity resonance. This approach is based on the pulse shaping techniques that are commonly used for the coherent excitation of atomic and molecular systems [10]–[12], and which start now to be theoretically investigated in nonlinear microcavities [13, 14]. Sandhu et al. [13] have studied a phase-shaped pulse excitation that compensates for the intrinsic linear dispersion of the cavity resonance, in order to reduce the switching threshold power of a bistable Kerr microcavity. Very recently, Kristensen et al. [14] have demonstrated fast switching of a pure-Kerr microcavity in a controlled two-pulse excitation scheme.

While references [13] and [14] deal with cavities operating under pure Kerr effect, we consider a more realistic nonlinear semiconductor microcavity driven by the optical Kerr effect, the two-photon absorption (TPA), the free carrier refraction (FCR) and absorption (FCA) effects induced by the free carriers generated by TPA. In a first section, we present the model used to simulate the dynamic behavior of the intracavity field. It is based on the coupled mode theory [15, 16] and includes the nonlinear effects listed above. We next study the dynamics of a silicon based microcavity under a linearly chirped pulse excitation. By compensating for the nonlinear frequency drift of the cavity resonance, using an appropriate phase relation between the spectral components of the input pulse, we show an improvement in the intracavity time-averaged stored energy and an enhancement of the nonlinear interactions. We conclude by discussing the interest of such a coherent excitation as a means to control the dynamics of nonlinear microcavities.
In the next section, we will consider the nonlinear behavior of a silicon based microcavity with a length $L = 900\,\text{nm}$ and an effective mode area $S_{eff} = 300 \times 300 \,\text{nm}^2$, which leads to a cavity mode volume $V = 0.081 \,\text{μm}^3$. The intrinsic and extrinsic losses are set to $\tau_0 = 49.4 \,\text{ps}$ and $\tau_r = 15 \,\text{ps}$, leading to a quality factor $Q = \omega_0 / 2 \pi = 7000$ (with $\tau = 11.5 \,\text{ps}$). The nonlinear parameters for silicon around 1550 nm [16] are: $n_2 = 4.4 \times 10^{-18} \text{m}^2$/W, $\beta_{\text{TPA}} = 8.4 \times 10^{-12} \text{m}^2$/W, $\sigma_r = 1.34 \times 10^{-27} \text{m}^3$, and $\sigma_a = 14.5 \times 10^{-22} \text{m}^2$. As the effective linear refractive index depends on the cavity structure, which is not defined here, it is set to the linear refractive index of silicon $n_0 = 3.48$, leading to $\tau_r = n_0 L / c = 10 \,\text{fs}$. Moreover, the carrier lifetime $\tau_c$ is assumed to be 0.4 ns (as measured in ref [16]), which is much longer than both the pulse duration and the cavity photon lifetime. We assume here that $\tau_c$ is not affected by the nonlinear effects.

In this section, we study an excitation under a Fourier-transform-limited gaussian pulse with a full width at $1/e$ intensity of $3.4\,\text{μJ}$ and an incident peak power of $23\,\text{mW}$, corresponding to an energy of 780 fJ. The pulse duration is arbitrary chosen such that it is longer than $\tau$ in order to avoid a transient excitation of the cavity [18]. When the pulse carrier frequency coincides with the resonance frequency $\omega_{\text{res0}}$, the temporal evolution of the cavity power $P_c(t)$ is represented by the black solid line in Figure 2(a). The comparison with the incident pulse profile, given by the dashed line, shows a sudden drop of the intra-cavity power at the time $t = -0.5 \tau$ followed by a damped oscillation. It actually coincides with the strong detuning of the cavity resonance $\Delta \omega_{\text{res0}}$ reported in Figure 2(b) with the black...
In order to show that the reduction of the stored energy is mainly governed by the nonlinear refractive effects, we next perform a simulation for which the nonlinear frequency shift is omitted, i.e. by setting $\Delta \omega_{\text{reso}}(t) = 0$ in Eq. 1. Note that such a situation would be equivalent to consider an input pulse with a tailored phase-shape $\phi_{\text{in}}(t) = \phi_{\text{p}}(t)$, perfectly compensating the nonlinear refractive induced frequency drift of the cavity resonance. The corresponding temporal evolution of the intra-cavity field is represented by the solid blue line in Figure 2(a). Despite nonlinear absorption effects, the stored energy is higher than in the former simulation that includes the refractive effects (curves in black solid line). To quantify this improvement, we introduce a magnification factor defined as the ratio between the time averaged intra-cavity field power and the time-averaged input pulse power:

$$M_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} P_{\text{out}}(t) \, dt}{\int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} |s_{\text{in}}(t)|^2 \, dt}$$

According to this definition, the calculated magnification factor for the black curve in Figure 2(a) is $M_{\text{eff}} = 130$, while it reaches $M_{\text{eff}} = 265$ for the blue curve. Moreover, the generated carrier density calculated for the latter is 3 times higher than in the former, which shows an enhancement of the light-matter interaction within the cavity in the case of a tailored phase-shaped pulse.

In the next section, we will demonstrate that, using an appropriate linearly chirped pulse, the beating effect between the incident and the intra-cavity fields is reduced and its interaction with the intra-cavity nonlinear material can be enhanced.

4 COHERENT EXCITATION OF A NONLINEAR MICROCAVITY

In the case of a gaussian pulse and assuming a carrier lifetime longer than the pulse duration, the resonance drift depicted in Figure 2(b) can be approximated by an error function (see Eq. (3) and [19]). Therefore, we can study the cavity behavior under a linearly chirped pulse excitation with a spectral phase relation that fairly approximates the resonance drift. A linearly chirped pulse is achieved through the propagation of a transform limited pulse $s_{\text{initial}}$ inside a second order dispersive medium (see left-inset in Figure 1).

Hereafter, the initial transform-limited pulse $s_{\text{initial}}$ follows a gaussian shape:

$$s_{\text{initial}}(t) = \sqrt{P_0} \exp \left[ \frac{-t^2}{2T_0^2} \right] e^{i(\omega_{\text{reso}} + \delta \omega)t},$$

where $\delta \omega = \omega_0 - \omega_{\text{reso}}$ is the frequency detuning between the pulse and the cavity resonance. At the output of the dispersive medium, the chirped pulse is expressed

$$s_{\text{chirped}}(t) = \sqrt{\frac{P_0}{T_p}} \exp \left[ -\frac{t^2}{2T_p^2} + i \frac{1}{2} \frac{\alpha^2}{T_p^2} \right] e^{i(\omega_{\text{reso}} + \delta \omega)t},$$

where $T_p$ and $\alpha$ are related to the second order dispersion co-
efficient $\phi^{(2)} = \frac{d^2\phi}{d\omega^2}$.

$$T_p = T_0 \sqrt{1 + \left(\frac{\phi^{(2)}}{T_0^4 + \phi^{(2)}_0^4}\right)^2}, \quad \alpha = \frac{\phi^{(2)}}{T_0^4 + \phi^{(2)}_0^4}. \quad (9)$$

For a strongly chirped pulse, we get $T_p \approx |\phi^{(2)}| / T_0$ and $\alpha \approx 1 / |\phi^{(2)}|$. We first need to set the parameters $T_0$, $\phi_0$, $\delta\omega$ of the initial pulse and the dispersion coefficient $\phi^{(2)}$. For the sake of comparison, the envelope characteristic of the chirped pulse is kept equal to that of the Fourier-transform limited Gaussian pulse used in the previous section. Thus, we set its peak power to 23 mW, the pulse duration to $T_p = 1.7\tau$, which gives a pulse energy of 780 fJ. The spectral linewidth of the pulse should now be consistent with the frequency shift experienced by the cavity resonance. As we have anticipated that 3 times more carrier density is expected with a tailored phase-shaped pulse, i.e., $\phi(t) = \phi_0(t)$, the cavity blue-shift should reach $18/\tau$ (3 times the 6/τ blue-shift reported in Figure 2(b)). Following this expectation, the spectral linewidth of $s_{\text{initial}}(t)$ is set to $20/\tau$, corresponding to a pulse duration $T_0 = \tau/10$. The dispersion coefficient calculated from Eq. 9 is then set to $\phi^{(2)}_0 = 0.177^2 = 22\text{ps}^2$. By neglecting the propagation loss through the dispersive medium, the peak power of the initial pulse should be equal to $P_0 = 381\text{ mW}$ (see Eq. 8).

The remaining parameter is the initial detuning frequency $\delta\omega$. Intuitively, the chirped-pulse should be blue-shifted respectively to the initial cavity resonance by one-half of the non-linear frequency blue-shift. A more accurate analysis is conducted by computing the intra-cavity field dynamics, setting $s_{\text{in}}(t) = \phi(t)$ in Eq. (1) with the previously defined parameters, for $\delta\omega$ detunings varying between 0 and $20/\tau$. Following the previous section, we have plotted in Figure 3 the effective magnification factor $M_{\text{eff}}$ calculated for the different detuning values (see the red curve). The time-averaged stored energy increases along with a blue detuning. The maximum value $M_{\text{eff}} = 225$ is obtained for $\delta\omega = 9/\tau$, which is nearby the value we have anticipated. For a larger detuning, the initial coupling efficiency of the pulse with the cavity resonance is too weak to efficiently generate free carriers and to initiate a blue shift of the cavity.

The temporal evolution of the intra-cavity power achieved with the previously optimized chirped-pulse excitation is plotted with red solid line in Figure 4(a). Its temporal evolution is compared to the envelope intensity of the excited pulse (black dashed line) and to the intra-cavity power (black solid line) calculated in the previous section, with $\delta\omega = 0$. The dynamics of the resonance frequency drift achieved in both cases are reported in Figure 4(b). In the case of the tailored chirped pulse excitation, the resonance frequency drift reaches $16/\tau$, which is close to the expected value of $18/\tau$ in the case of the perfect phase control. The green line in Figure 4(b) shows the linear chirp of the input pulse, whose slope is $\alpha = 1 / |\phi^{(2)}|$, which tangentially fits the resonance frequency drift during the whole excitation.

As the Fourier-transform-limited Gaussian pulse exhibits a ringing behavior on the intra-cavity field dynamics, the intra-cavity field shape under the chirped pulse excitation undergoes less distortions and leads to a higher magnification factor. This improvement is due to an accurately tailored chirped pulse, whose instantaneous frequency coincides with the non-linear resonance drift, which allows the light to efficiently build-up inside the cavity.

Lastly, we consider the case of the Fourier-transform-limited Gaussian pulse with a non-zero detuning in order to emphasize the importance of the pulse phase-shaping. Similarly to the chirped pulse excitation, the intra-cavity field dynamics is computed for various values of $\delta\omega$. The calculated effective magnification factors are reported with the green curve in Figure 3. The maximum value $M_{\text{eff}} = 170$ is reached for $\delta\omega \approx 4/\tau$. The corresponding intra-cavity dynamics plotted.
in Figure 4(a) (grey line) does not exhibit the ringing behavior that can be seen for the $\delta \omega = 0$ non-chirped gaussian pulse. Although this initial detuning slightly improves $M_{\text{eff}}$, it does not significantly increase the carrier density as the frequency blue-shift of the cavity resonance remains about $\frac{7}{\tau}$ (grey curve in Figure 4(b)).

5 CONCLUSION

The nonlinear dynamics of an optical microcavity subject to a nonlinear refractive induced frequency shift has been discussed in this article. Although an optical microcavity is used to enhance the light matter interaction, we have emphasized that the benefit of the light localization effect cannot be maintained throughout the pulse excitation because of the nonlinear refractive index change.

As an illustration, we have theoretically studied the intra-cavity intensity dynamics for a silicon based microcavity under a coherent pulse excitation. We have shown that a tailored linearly chirped pulse, for which the instantaneous frequency coincides with the nonlinear resonance drift, ensures a build-up of the intra-cavity energy. By doing so the light localization effect during the pulse excitation can be maintained, which leads to an enhancement of the intra-cavity nonlinear interaction. In our example, we have compared the excitation between a Fourier-transform-limited gaussian pulse and a tailored chirped pulse excitation. While the two pulses share the same gaussian shape with equal energy (780 fJ) and pulse duration (6.8 times the cavity photon lifetime), an enhancement by a factor 3 of the free carrier density generated by two-photon absorption is reported in the latter case. Moreover, the intra-cavity field amplitude dynamics undergoes less deformation, illustrating the control of nonlinear dynamics by means of the pulse phase-shaping.

Besides the control of the nonlinear dynamics, such a coherent excitation enables to manipulate the effective optical bandwidth of microcavities. Indeed, we have performed an efficient transfer of energy between an intra-cavity medium and a pulse whose spectral linewidth is 10 times larger than that of the linear cavity. Experiments are presently under progress to verify our theoretical predictions and to study the dependence between the chirp value and the energy of the input pulse.

The coherent excitation could be an efficient meaning to improve and to dynamically control the operation of microcavity-based all-optical devices. It could address the issue of their energy consumption and the control of more complex structures, such as coupled microcavities.
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